Bread Loaf Writers' Conference 2013

Faculty
Charles Baxter, fiction
Linda Bierds, poetry
Robert Boswell, fiction
Michael Byers, fiction
Christopher Castellani, fiction
Vikram Chandra, fiction
Michael Collier, poetry
Ted Conover, nonfiction
Stacey D'Erasmo, fiction
Terrance Hayes, poetry
Sally Keith, poetry
Randall Kenan, fiction
James Longenbach, poetry
Antonya Nelson, fiction
Lia Purpura, nonfiction
Joanna Scott, fiction
Alan Shapiro, poetry
Tom Sleigh, poetry
Cheryl Strayed, nonfiction
Helena Maria Viramontes, fiction
Ellen Bryant Voigt, poetry

Special Guests
Frank Bidart
John Elder
Louise Glück
Robert Pinsky
Fellows

Samuel Amadon, Alan Collins Fellowship in Poetry
Carlene Bauer, Margaret Bridgman Fellowship in Fiction
Will Boast, John Farrar Fellowship in Fiction
Christine Byl, Bread Loaf Fellowship in Nonfiction
Amanda Coplin, Bread Loaf Fellowship in Fiction
Elyssa East, William Sloane Fellowship in Nonfiction
Keith Ekiss, Robert Frost Fellowship in Poetry
Vievee Francis-Olzmann, Stanley P. Young Fellowship in Poetry
Amina Gautier, Alan Collins Fellowship in Fiction
Ross Gay, Theodore Morrison Fellowship in Poetry
Peter Heller, John Gardner Fellowship in Fiction
Michelle Hoover, Shane Stevens Fellowship in Fiction
Kristiana Kahakauwila, Jane Tinkham Broughton Fellowship in Fiction
Bridget Lowe, Margaret Bridgman Fellowship in Poetry
Anthony Marra, Shane Stevens Fellowship in Fiction
Domingo Martinez, Bernard De Voto Fellowship in Nonfiction
Tomas Morin, John Ciardi Fellowship in Poetry
Chinelo Okparanta, John Gardner Fellowship in Fiction
Emilia Phillips, Bread Loaf Fellowship in Poetry
Jamie Quatro, Theodore Morrison Fellowship in Fiction
Brian Russell, Katharine Bakeless Nason Fellowship in Poetry
Ben Stroud, Katharine Bakeless Nason Fellowship in Fiction
Corinna Vallianatos, Fletcher Pratt Fellowship in Fiction
**Fiction Contributors**

Ayodele Alofe

Susan Cooke Anastasi

Kafah Bachari

Vimi Bajaj

Greg Bayer

**Mackenzie Beer**, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Fiction

**Celia Bell**, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction

**Venita Blackburn**

**Nicholas Boggs**, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction

**Tiffany Briere**

**Kate Brittain**

**Jennifer Brown**

**Nate Brown**, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction

**Jennifer Calder**

**Bryan Castille**, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction

**Jessamine Chan**, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction

**Chip Cheek**, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction

**Lydia Conklin**, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction

**John Copenhaver**

**Alex Creighton**

**Marian Crotty**, Margaret Bridgman Scholarship in Fiction

**Amedeo D'Adamo**, Donald Everett Axinn Returning Contributor Award in Fiction

**Sara Davis**

**Steve De Jarnatt**, Bernard O'Keefe Scholarship in Fiction

**Caroline De Lacrivier**

**Margaret DeAngelis**

**Anjanette Delgado**
Kathleen Devereaux
Jaquira Diaz, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction
Emma Duffy-Comparone, Alan Collins Scholarship in Fiction
Natalie Eaton
Jean Ende
Karen Pradia English
Melissa Field
Sarah Gauch
Kristen Gentry
Norton Girault
Jennifer Givhan
Deborah Golub
Christina Gombar
Teresa Burns Gunther
Annie Hartnett
Jamey Hatley, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Jody Hobbs Hesler
Susan Hettinger
Daryln Hoffstot
Janis Hubschman, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Fiction
Julia Jackson, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction
Russell Jacobs, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Fiction
Hae Su Joe, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Fiction
Len Joy
Heather Kamins
Gail Kenna
Nancy Kern
Alexandra Kleeman, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction
Kim Koen
Chaney Kwak, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction

Sonya Larson, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction

Colene Lee

John Leighton

Margo Littell

Mario López-Cordero

Alexander Lumans, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction

Ross McMeekin

Reine Melvin

Cindylisa Muniz

Janice Obuchowski

M. O’Connell

Adam Olenn

Angela Palm

Andrew Peery

CC Perry

Lara Prescott

Casey Quinn, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction

Brooks Rexroat

Jason Rocha

Sharan Saikumar

Shelley Scaletta

Greg Schutz, Janklow & Nesbit Scholarship in Fiction

Ken Seward

Sujata Shekar

Renee Simms

Erin Somers

Pragna Soni

Grace Spulak
Julia Strayer  
Nancy Strickland-Hawkins  
Tony Taddei  
**Cam Terwilliger**, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction  
Jim Tilley  
Darcy Vebber  
Paul Vidich  
Mary Wasmuth  
**Andrew Weaver**, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Fiction  
Valerie Wilkinson  
Cherise Wolas  
**Julia Yost**, Work-Study Scholarship in Fiction  
Hananah Zaheer  
**Mario Zambrano**, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Fiction  
**Silas Zobal**, Carol Houck Smith Scholarship in Fiction

**Nonfiction Contributors**

Sarah Bates, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Nonfiction  
Theresa Bertz  
Elle Brooks  
**Brigit Carlson**, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Nonfiction  
Ophelia Celine  
Isabel Choi  
**Julianne Paholski Crowl**,  
**Jesse Donaldson**, Work-Study Scholarship in Nonfiction  
**Nina Emery**, Work-Study Scholarship in Nonfiction  
Elizabeth Enslin, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Nonfiction  
Matthew Ferrence, Carol Houck Smith Returning Contributor Award in Nonfiction  
Sari Fordham, Bread Loaf Conference Grant in Nonfiction  
Char Gardner
Jane Gross
Eva Hagberg
Laura Lee Huttenbach
**Lauren Johnson**, Work-Study Scholarship in Nonfiction
Nuket Kardam
Ellen O'Connell
Hung Pham
Fazlur Rahman
Joyce Salter
Annita Sawyer
Cecily Schuler
Rochelle Spencer
Sebastian Stockman
Julia Strayer
Rachel Toliver
Abby Travis
Laurie Uttich
**Luke Whelan**, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Poetry
**Jessie Williamson**, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Poetry

**Poetry Contributors**
Carrie Addington
Jeanette Anderson
**Mario Ariza**, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Kellam Ayres
George Bandy
**Ari Banias**, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
**Jeremy Bass**, Carol Houck Smith Scholarship in Poetry
Jan Bottiglieri
Robert Bowie, Jr.
Conor Burke, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Charles Byrne
Kai Carlson-Wee, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Thomas Carrigan
Brittany Cavallaro, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Erica Charis
Cheryl Clayton
Flower Conroy
Elizabeth Countryman, Theodore Morrison Scholarship in Poetry
Dede Cummings
Ellen Devlin
Caitlin Doyle, Margaret Bridgman Scholarship in Poetry
Meghan Dunn, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Nicole Terez Dutton, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Rick Eschholz
Olumadebo Fatunde
John Findura
Jonterri Gadson, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Colleen Gibbons-Brown
Benjamin Goldberg
Christine Gosnay
Amy Groshek, Donald Everett Axinn Returning Contributor Award in Poetry
Alexandria Hall
Richie Hofmann, John Ciardi Scholarship in Poetry
Jenny Johnson, Alan Collins Scholarship in Poetry
Doris Kamenetz
Brian Jude Kelly
Steven Kleinman, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Keith Leonard, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Eve Linn
Elizabeth Lyons, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Catherine Madsen
Linda Malnack
Lyndsie Manusos
Sally Wen Mao, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Linda Martin
Nathan McClain, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Peter Mishler
Diana Nguyen, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Mary Nielsen
Elizabeth Onusko
Michelle Penaloza, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Heidi Johannesen Poon, Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Poetry
Mark Price
Joseph Radu, Middlebury Student Scholarship in Poetry
Jacques Rancourt, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Blake Reemtsma
Chris Robinson, Louis Untermeyer Scholarship in Poetry
Margaret Ross, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Solmaz Sharif, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Idrissa Simmonds
Brian Simoneau, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Jessica Smith
Donna Spruijt-Metz
Geeta Tewari
Rachel Trousdale
Ara Tucker
Corey Van Landingham, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Courtney Varnum
Cindy Veach
Richard Villar
Michelle Whittaker
Phillip Williams, Administrative Staff Scholarship in Poetry
Keith Wilson, Work-Study Scholarship in Poetry
Janet Witte
Carina Yun

Auditors
Vicki Lofquist, auditor in nonfiction
Tatiana Piras, auditor in fiction
Eilis Quinn, auditor in fiction
Daniel Varholy, auditor in poetry
Guests
Miriam Altshuler, President, Miriam Altshuler Literary Agency
David Haward Bain, writer and Bread Loaf Historian
Millicent Bennett, Senior Editor, Free Press
Stuart Bernstein, Agent, Stuart Berstein Representation for Artists
Sven Birkerts, Editor, Agni
H. Emerson Blake, Editor-in-Chief and Executive Director, Orion Magazine
Diane Boller, Co-Founder and Co-Editor, Poetry Daily
Gary Clark, Director, Vermont Studio Center
Roland Clark, musician
Hugh Coyle, writer
Kevin Craft, Editor, Poetry Northwest
Patrick Donnelly, writer
Katherine Fausset, Agent, Curtis Brown, Ltd.
Whitney Frick, Editor, Scribner (a division of Simon and Schuster)
Gabriel Fried, Poetry Editor, Persea Books
Amy Holman, Literary Consultant
Jenna Johnson, Senior Editor, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Stephen Kiernan, writer
Carolyn Kuebler, Managing Editor, New England Review
PJ Mark, Agent, Janklow & Nesbit Associates
Beth McCabe, Director, Rona Jaffe Foundation Writers’ Awards
Fiona McCrae, Editor-in-Chief, Graywolf Press
Ginger Murchison, Editor, Cortland Review
Kathy Pories, Senior Editor, Algonquin Books
Matthew Power, writer
Ladette Randolph, Editor-in-Chief, *Ploughshares*

Adeena Reitberger, Editor, *American Short Fiction*

Martha Rhodes, Founding Editor and Director, Four Way Books

Bill Roobach, writer

Carey Salerno, Executive Director, Alice James Books

Jessica Salky, Agent and Principal, Hannigan Salky Getzler (HSG) Agency

Don Share, Editor, *Poetry*

Jeffrey Shotts, Executive Editor, Graywolf Press

Janet Silver, Literary Director, Zachary Shuster Harmsworth

Abe Streep, Senior Editor, *Outside* magazine

Liz Van Hoose, Editor, Viking Penguin

G.C. Waldrep, Editor-at-Large, *Kenyon Review*; and Editor, *West Branch*

Mitchell S. Waters, Agent, Curtis Brown, Ltd.

Ross White, Executive Director, Bull City Press

**Staff**

Michael Collier, Director

Jennifer Grotz, Assistant Director

Noreen Cargill, Administrative Manager

**Conference Volunteers**

Alice Longenbach

Marcy Pomerance